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Abstract

Large number of weights in deep neural networks make the models difficult to be1

deployed in low memory environments such as, mobile phones, IOT edge devices2

as well as "inferencing as a service" environments on the cloud. Prior work has3

considered reduction in the size of the models, through compression techniques4

like weight pruning, filter pruning, etc. or through low-rank decomposition of the5

convolution layers. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of multiple techniques to6

achieve not only higher model compression but also reduce the compute resources7

required during inferencing. We do filter pruning followed by low-rank decom-8

position using Tucker decomposition for model compression. We show that our9

approach achieves upto 57% higher model compression when compared to either10

Tucker Decomposition or Filter pruning alone at similar accuracy for GoogleNet.11

Also, it reduces the Flops by upto 48% thereby making the inferencing faster.12

1 Introduction13

Deep neural networks are now being used extensively for a variety of artificial intelligence applications14

ranging from computer vision [19] to speech recognition [11] and natural language processing [5].15

In this paper, we focus particularly on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which have become16

ubiquitous in object recognition, image classification, and retrieval (see [17, 8, 10, 29]). As datasets17

increase in size, networks also increase in complexity, number of layers and parameters in order18

to absorb the supervision. The increased size of the networks makes it increasingly difficult for19

the model to be deployed in low memory environments such as, mobile phones, IOT edge devices20

etc. Recent work has considered reducing the size of networks with limited loss of accuracy in the21

prediction, so that the model can fit in the memory of low resource systems. For example, in one22

class of approaches, pruning of the weights of a trained CNN [12] or pruning at the level of feature23

maps and kernels [2, 24] is done to reduce the model size. Low-bit precision and weight quantization24

have also been used both to store the CNN parameters as well as for training and inferencing25

with these models (see half-precision networks [1], XNOR-Net [25], DoReFa-Net [30]), network26

binarization [6], ternary weight networks [14, 21, 31], vector quantization [9, 22], HashedNets [4]27

for examples). Recently, there have been some work to transform the convolutional filters to low rank28

filters using various matrix-factorization and clustering techniques [7, 16, 18, 20, 26] and speeding29

up computations using FFT [23]. More recently there has been effort to come up with new network30

architectures to make them more efficient by reducing the model size, working memory and inference31

time. Networks like SqueezeNet [15] and MobileNet [13] restricts their kernel sizes to 1x1 and 3x332

to reduce the compute and memory requirements and to make inferencing faster.33

In this paper, we focus on transfer learning. In such a setting, filter pruning is effective in removing34

filters that are not relevant for the incremental data. Low rank decomposition techniques on the35

other hand reduce the dimensions of the weight tensors without losing (much) information. In this36
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paper, we study these complementary techniques and show that by combining these techniques, we37

achieve an additional 57% model compression when compared to either filter pruning or Tucker38

Decomposition for popular models like GoogleNet. Also, it reduces the Flops by upto 48% thereby39

making the inferencing on these networks very fast. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.40

In Section 2, we describe our methodology of combining filter pruning with tensor decomposition.41

Our experimental results under different settings are presented in Section 3. Finally, we present our42

conclusions in Section 4.43

2 Methodology44

We briefly describe Tucker decomposition and filter pruning approaches from prior work followed by45

our approach for combining these techniques.46

Tucker Decomposition: Tucker decomposition has been widely used as a Low-Rank factorization47

method for decomposing Convolution and Fully connected layers in CNN [18]. It computes a Higher48

Order Singular Value Decomposition(HOSVD) of a n-D Tensor along each of it’s dimensions/modes.49

For CNNs, the convolution layer is a 4D Tensor where the first 2 dimensions are the output and input50

of that layer and the remaining 2 dimensions are the spacial dimensions. The Tucker decomposition51

of this 4D tensor results in a set of 2D-matrices U along each of the dimensions of the tensor (also52

called modes) and a core tensor G. A trade-off between space and accuracy can be achieved by53

varying the ranks of the output core tensor and factor matrices.54
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Filter Pruning: Pruning filters from convolution layers is a standard method of compressing the56

CNNs [24]. There are several methods of removing filter from CNNs based on their importance.57

We have followed the techniques suggested in [24] where the filters are removed by minimizing58

the Taylor series expansion of the error introduced by removing a filter as it yields better results. A59

threshold parameter provides a tradeoff between space and accuracy by controlling the number of60

filters to be pruned.61

Our Approach: In our proposed method we first perform filter pruning with different pruning62

percentages (20%, 30%, 40% & 50%). For each of these filter pruned models, we use Tucker63

decomposition to further reduce the model size and flops required during inferencing. Since the64

kernel size for CNNs is usually small (of the order of 1x1, 3x3, 5x5 etc.), Tucker decomposition is65

applied only on mode-1 and mode-2 of the 4-D weight Tensor of a particular layer. Thus, R3 & R4 in66

(1) are equal to s & t respectively and the ranks R1 & R2 are determined using Variational Bayesian67

Matrix Factorization (VBMF) as described in [18]. In order to exploit the trade-off between space68

and accuracy we vary the threshold parameter of VBMF (varying from 0.8 to 1.4) which determines69

the low-rank for the approximation. All the implementations were done using Caffe.70

Incremental Training: Unlike [18] we perform layer-wise Tucker decomposition in an incremental71

manner where we decompose one layer at a time and fine-tune entire network for 2 epochs before72

proceeding to the next layer. This helps the network to regain the accuracy lost due to low rank73

approximation. After layer-wise decomposition the entire network is fine-tuned for 50 epochs to get74

to the base accuracy.75

3 Experimental Results76

Models Used. We demonstrate our results on state-of-the-art deep neural network GoogleNet [27].77

The base model is trained on ImageNet-1K dataset. The datasets used for transfer learning are78

Food101 [3] and Bird200 [28].79

Baseline. Our baseline considers the test accuracy achieved by a model compressed by applying80

the strategy similar to the one presented in [18], where low rank decomposition of the 3x3 and81

5x5 convolution tensors are effected layer by layer employing (i) determining the rank R3 and R482

by applying global analytic VBMF on mode-3 matricization and mode-4 matricization of kernel83

tensors (ii) Tucker decomposition on the tensor (iii) fine-tune the entire network with standard84

back-propagation. Note that the one-shot whole network decomposition presented in [18] produces85

worse test accuracy (for the same model size/flops) than the baseline used here, and hence is skipped.86
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(a) GoogleNet,Food101 (MFlops vs Accuracy) (b) GoogleNet,Food101 (Modelsize vs Accuracy)

(c) GoogleNet,Bird200 (MFlops vs Accuracy) (d) GoogleNet,Bird200 (Modelsize vs Accuracy)

Figure 1: Accuracy comparison of combining filter pruning with tensor decomposition over baseline.

Comparison with baseline. We have compared the test accuracy of our approach of combining filter87

pruning with tensor decomposition with the baseline for GoogleNet for various compression levels.88

Thus, while the baseline attains a particular model size by employing only Tucker decomposition,89

the same model size is achieved in our approach by a appropriate combination of filter pruning and90

tensor decomposition. In an analogous manner, the accuracy of our approach is compared with the91

baseline for the same computations (FLOPS) of the compressed model.92

Figure 1c-1b shows the accuracy gains obtained using our algorithm over the baseline for differ-93

ent compression levels based on model size and computational flops. Since the baseline (tensor94

decomposition by rank determination through VBMF) does not involve the 1x1 tensors, we show95

the comparisons for both the scenarios where the 1x1 filters are included (and excluded) in the filter96

pruning step. We first observe that for each of the compression mechanisms, the drop in accuracy97

is initially small for some level of compression, but increases drastically as model size or flops98

decreases. Obviously, pruning the 1x1 filters lead to further reduction in the model size and flops99

over the scenario when they are not; however even if we keep the 1x1 filters intact, there is significant100

increase in the test accuracy for the compressed model obtained by combination of filter pruning and101

tensor decomposition over the model of same size (or flops) obtained just by tensor decomposition.102

4 Conclusions and Future Work103

We show that our approach of filter pruning followed by low-rank decomposition using Tucker104

decomposition achieves higher model compression and lower inference complexity when compared105

to either Tucker Decomposition or Filter pruning alone at similar accuracy for GoogleNet. A future106

work in this aspect is to incorporate the filter pruning process in the tensor decomposition itself.107
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